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Can we potentially prevent this?
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Overview

• Framing the major issues
• Some “lessons of history” from 1976
• New pandemic vaccines – special considerations and 

safety database issues
• Some potential pathways
• Audience input
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The issue and hypothesis, at their 
simplest and boldest….

• A pandemic is a pandemic because a 
highly pathogenic virus, transmissible from 
person to person, emerges against which 
broad populations have no significant 
protective immunity, so…

• If the population had significant immunity, 
could we prevent the next pandemic? 
– In reality, a range of potential approaches, 

benefits and risks exist for pre-pandemic 
vaccine use
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Predicting risk-an uncertain science
• Probability, timing, severity and identity of future 

pandemics are unknown
• H5N1 persists and changes – and other 

serotypes will remain/emerge as threats
• Evidence of increased human-human 

transmission, perhaps accompanied or, 
someday, predicted, by relevant changes in the 
virus, may or may not presage a pandemic 

• Waiting for such evidence may leave limited time 
for vaccine production and administration

• These uncertainties complicate strategy and 
planning
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Why consider immunization prior to 
(or early in) a possible pandemic?
• Despite progress with and promise of newer 

technologies, including antigen sparing, time for 
production/availability remains long (>3 mo with current 
methods) and global surge capacity limited 

• Unlikely to sustain vaccine industrial base for what may 
be ~ every 40-60 year threats or events

• Conversely, increased US investments and capacity 
provide opportunities for prepandemic options

• Increasing evidence supports priming and cross-
protection among heterologous H5 strains, appears 
increased with novel adjuvants

• Modeling suggests benefits to early use of vaccine,  
even of limited efficacy, and even in single doses
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Vaccination Timing Options: Overview
– During a pandemic, using pandemic strain

• Pros - Clearest benefit/risk (though even with 
proven vaccine, strain change could conceivably 
have unforeseen AEs)

• Con- too little, too late
– In an “emerging” pandemic 

• Vaccination can begin quickly if stockpiled 
– Can target areas/individuals at high initial risk
– Temporizing strategy until matched vaccine available

• Benefit/risk ratio clearer than inter-pandemic use
– Although feared pandemic still could “fizzle”

• Expensive, need large stockpiles
– Potential need to replace/rotate stockpiles
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Vaccination Timing Options: Overview
• “Pre-pandemic”

– Truly inter-pandemic – though may be variable risks from 
theoretical to current status w/ avian/zoonotic threat)

– Options: separate or related to annual immunization
» Generally or to populations w/ increased risk/need
» Strategy could provide priming and/or full protection
» Complexities of administration if different dosing/form 

– If successful, could blunt or prevent pandemic
» Individual and public health and economic benefits, 

require less surge capacity, reduce need for 
emergency measures, risk communication, 
administration, stockpiles

– Strain mismatch and likely reduced efficacy
» May still reduce death, hospitalization, infectivity

– Uncertain pandemic risk increases safety concerns and 
reduces risk tolerance

» Better prediction of a strain’s pandemic risk and 
potential needed and could transform preparedness
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Models Suggest Potential for Significant Vaccine 
Effects: Impact of vaccine delay and of prevaccination

Figure a, b: effects of mass vaccination beginning on day 30 (second bar 
down), 60 (blue) or 90 (green) after first case for high/low transmissible virus
Fig. c - Policy 21 = pre-vaccination of 20% of population (VE30%), prioritizing 
children, added to household quarantine, school closure, next day Rx and 
household Px - Ferguson, Cummings, Fraser, et al Nature 442, 448-452(27 July 2006)
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Early immunization strategies: 
many unanswered questions

– How can we better measure and predict both 
protection and cross-protection?

• Unknown/uncertain for non-HA antigens or LAIV
• How do animal models contribute?

– What dose and dose intervals are needed for 
priming? Boosting?

– How durable is priming? Are specific levels of 
Ab needed, and must they be maintained?

– Caveats: 
• Some answers may be serotype, clade or even 

virus specific, and may defy prediction



Lessons of History: The 1976 Swine 
Influenza Experience 

“Those who cannot remember the past are 
condemned to repeat it" 

What a 
story!
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Swine Flu

– Timeline
– Observations
– Some major lessons learned

"Skepticism, like 
chastity, should not 
be relinquished too 
readily”
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Coincidence: 2/13 Kilbourne editorial alerting 
that we are due for pandemic with cartoon in 

NY Times
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The Story Plays Out: Timeline

• 2/4/76: Pvt. David Lewis, 18 y/o dies of pneumonia at 
Ft. Dix, NJ (then in midst of one month flu epidemic)

• 2/12: Lewis isolate and 4 others: Swine flu cross 
reactive with 1918 serum. 
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The Story Plays Out: Timeline II.
• 2/14: Emergency meeting at CDC: studies planned, 

serology on and off base and nationally. Decision to 
make reagents and reassortant "just in case" 

• 2/19: CDC Press Conference: intent low key but 
press evokes 1918 – showing pictures

• 2/20: Meeting at FDA: "better safe than sorry"
• Serologies - 13+ among recovered at Ft. Dix, up to 

500 + in asymptomatic, none positive outside area, 
no further cases but "will it reappear in Spring"?

• 2/27: E. Kilbourne distributes reassortant to FDA and 
FDA to manufacturers
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The Story Continues: III
3/9: CDC meeting/Kilbourne: "Better a vaccine without an 

epidemic than an epidemic without a vaccine" - reasonable

BUT THEN RAMP UP OF CERTAINTY AND RHETORIC ON RISK 
OF PANDEMIC AND SEVERITY OF VIRUS OCCURS

3/10: ACIP: Pandemic a "possibility", rec. make vaccine and 
vaccinate - Alexander: "What information might make you 
change your mind"? Not explored. Stockpiling viewed 
impractical, delivery challenge, perhaps not enough time.

3/13 Sencer (CDC head) memo to Secy: likelihood unknown but a 
"strong possibility.  Secy. Matthews to OMB: "indications are 
that we will see a return of 1918 flu…with 1 million deaths"

3/15: Briefing of President – possible risks not discussed, Ford 
asks dissenters to speak with him in Oval Office – no takers

3/24: Meeting at White House with Salk, Sabin, "No one knows 
how serious a threat…inoculate every man, woman and child"
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The Story Continues
• Congress appropriates $ 135 million
• Vaccine makers switch                                           

from annual vaccine after                                       
30-40 mill production

• 3/24:The Critics Emerge
– CBS News/Cronkite/NYT: premature, unwise
– 4/2: Goldfield, NJS epidemiologist: bad idea-

"15% of the population will suffer a disability" 
– Sabin starts arguing for stockpile approach
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What can go wrong, will?
• 6/2: Parke Davis vaccine mix up
• Studies show young need 2 doses, don't 

tolerate some vaccines
• July: UK: Intentional inoculation – mild 

disease
• May-June: Manufacturers unable to get 

liability, refuse to produce further and seek 
indemnification
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Legionnaire’s Reignites Fears
• Epidemiologist letter to NYT 

warns of side effects that will 
occur after vaccine and merely 
by coincidence: 2300 strokes,  
7000 MIs, 45 encephalitis 
cases, 9000 pneumonia

• August 1- serendipity-
Legionnaire's outbreak, initially 
thought Swine flu, 
reinvigorates program and 
Congressional concern

• 8/12 indemnification signed by 
President
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Vaccination Begins: 10/1/76
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Trouble comes fast- media right 
there with it

• 10/11: 3 elderly people die suddenly after 
immunization at a clinic in Pittsburgh: coroner Cyril 
Wecht "bad vaccine definitely a possibility" 

• 10/14: NY Post: "Scene at Pennsylvania Death 
Clinic".
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The Final Blow: GBS
• 11/21: First GBS case, then clusters, no good 

background rates 
• Mid-December – 40 million immunized, lower than 

expectations, clusters of GBS – ? 2-8 fold increase, 
(ultimately perhaps 10-fold in 2-3 week window)
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No flu but GBS = The End
• 12/16: Campaign stopped 
• Ultimate legal claims $3.5 billion, awards ~ $ 90 

million
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Observations: Policy and Politics

• Good people doing the right thing for public health but –
• Tendency for herd mentality and for once a policy is 

arrived at, coalescence around it
– Failure to weigh contrary data/hypotheses e.g. lack of additional 

cases over time, low virulence in most cases (most infections 
apparently asymptomatic, ~1/>500 death rate)

• Alternate options too easily rejected Communication of 
risk as all or none – loss of trust

• High level political involvement can help or hurt – use 
wisely or not at all

• Full diversity of opinion not always encouraged or heard
• Dissidents – always will be, important to bring out 

dissent earlier rather than later
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Safety Reporting and Analysis

• The detection of GBS was actually another 
serendipity
– The reporting physician in MN had heard a 

audiotape saying flu vaccine does not cause GBS, 
he thought it said it did and reported his case

• Still unclear extent of increase and why not 
observed in military

• No clear association with a specific vaccine
• First use of CDC computing in field 

epidemiology investigation
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Communication
• In general experts communicated in balanced 

manner but policy did not always follow
• Difficulty and failure to explain/understand 

epidemiology and coincidence/causality issues
• Certainty of pandemic and of severe disease 

amplified as issue rose from scientists to 
President – where were controls?

• Once decision made, media interest, emphasis 
dissent and early AEs. 

• Many interpreted flu campaign as politically 
motivated
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Five Major Lessons
• Lesson 1: Expect the unexpected, including from 

vaccine(s) and their manufacturing
• Lesson 2: Actions and short-cuts that may be 

appropriate/needed in an emerging crisis or 
actual emergency may not be appropriate prior 
to one

• Lesson 3: Unexpected adverse events will 
occur, whether coincidental or vaccine related –
need background rates and surveillance 
systems in place

• Lesson 4: Clear communication re: all 
uncertainties of benefits/risks critical
– Includes balanced communication of               

uncertain risk of pandemic and                  
uncertainties about safety 

• Lesson 5: Success is possible
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Novel Vaccines: Theoretical Concerns
– Adjuvants - potent and potentially antigen 

nonspecific immune stimulation
• Generally increased reactogenicity

– Unclear if any risk of correlation with rare SAEs

• Is there a potential for increased autoimmunity?
• Is there a potential for effects on developing 

immune systems? 
• No current evidence of these problems with 

compounds being most actively considered, one 
with broad experience in elderly

• Unclear if whole cell and recombinant vaccines 
may raise such issues – not to date – but same 
general issue of limited experience/database size
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Detecting Rare Adverse Events: 
some simple math 

• Even impractically large trials will often fail to 
confirm small increases in events which may be 
significant when applied to a large population

• Examples:
– Confirming an increase in an event from ~1/10,000 to 

2/10,000 would need ~ 314,000 subjects yet this difference 
could result in >300 SAEs in a birth cohort of  > 3 million

– Magnify that population to that of a country or region of 60 
million and there could be 6000 such events

• Low compared to a 1 % death rate from a pandemic, or 
600,000 in 60 million – but what if no pandemic, or a 
lower death rate?
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Rare Serious Events; cont.
• This problem could be even more challenging if an 

adverse event is more common, poorly defined or 
not temporally related.
– e.g. 768 baseline deaths/100,000 age <1. To detect an 

increase in to 798/100,000 (or >1200 attributable 
deaths/US birth cohort); might need 2.6 million subjects

• Temporal clustering expected in most vaccine 
related AEs, which can be quite helpful in increasing 
power and allowing other analytic approaches

• Difficulties greater post-approval if no control group 
and often limited baseline rates for most events in 
most geographic areas

• And, as mentioned, with mass vaccination - event 
clusters will occur
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Prepandemic targeted roll-out 
approaches?

– Should we consider stepwise targeted 
approaches with potential health benefits 
while developing broader vaccine experience 
and safety and effectiveness data, especially 
for novel products?

• One approach could be to initially vaccinate in 
strata based on potential exposure risk (thus 
vaccinating first those more likely to ever have a 
potential benefit), accumulating data as the 
number immunized increases
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Pre-pandemic Immunization: 
Potential Tiered Goals

• Protect critical infrastructure 
• Protect critical infrastructure and health 

care providers/workers (or where avian flu, 
potentially exposed individuals – also 
could reduce risk of viral adaptation)

• Protect general public 
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Targeting and stepwise data acquisition? 
Theoretical approach in area of avian flu

– Presume experience at time of approval (e.g. indicated in 
pandemic and/or for at risk individuals) ~ 5 x 103

» A risk of 1/102 or more unlikely to have been missed
– Step 1: Consider offer to ~ 5 x 104 at potential exposure 

risk, e.g. poultry workers/handlers of backyard poultry in 
area(s) of outbreaks, laboratorians, possible next tier.

» Ideally - field RCT - Perform simple monitoring (e.g. 
cell phone or PH worker at 1, 12 months) for 
unexpected major SAEs – need infrastructure and $

– Step 2: Broaden to 5 x 105 in tier and/or next tier(s) 
» E.g. public health, critical infrastructure, HCWs

in/traveling to areas
– Step 3: If no signal, consider broaden use e.g. to all in or 

potentially traveling/deployed to areas of avian infection
– Step 4: With ~106 experience, if H5 threat continues, 

consider voluntary population-wide availability
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Targeting and stepwise data acquisition 
in non-endemic area (e.g. US)? 

– Similar to previous but no tier of individuals with current 
ongoing risk of exposure to virus from poultry

– Step 1: RCT with ~ 5 x 104 volunteers – critical 
infrastructure, first responders, front line HCWs, travelers 
w/significant potential for poultry contact in endemic area

– Step 2: Broaden experience to 5 x 105 - e.g. could 
include interested US public health, safety, HCWs, 
additional individuals working/traveling in affected areas

– Step 3: If no signals, and H5 still endemic in multiple 
regions, consider broadened use on voluntary basis 

– Step 4: With ~106 experience (likely needed to detect 
1976 order increase in GBS), and if H5 threat continues, 
or future threat, consider voluntary population-wide 
availability separate or related to seasonal immunization
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Risk based pandemic preparedness –a 
scientific and capacity building process?

• Such approaches not only may help protect individuals 
and populations but would provide data for more 
accurate risk/benefit assessment in considering broad 
prepandemic use. In addition, such approaches could 
support and test national and regional infrastructures 
and capacity needed for pandemic preparedness (e.g. 
manufacturing, delivery, AE surveillance).   

• In thinking about any vaccine use – also consider and 
reconsider in light of emerging epidemiologic data and 
data about strains, especially as predictive science 
improves

• New technologies and tools are likely to provide 
additional vaccine and non-vaccine approaches
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Communications
• For any pandemic vaccines, and any use strategy, 

clear communication re: benefits/risks critical
– Includes balanced communication of uncertain risk of pandemic 

(or of exposure) - vaccine benefit depends on it
– Includes uncertainties re: vaccine safety and effectiveness
– Recognize different audiences, cultures 
– National and individual respect and autonomy
– Continuous reassessment of outcomes and strategy

• Safety concerns and expectations important and 
can affect, even derail, vaccination plans

Confidence in vaccines, governments, industry and 
public health systems will be on line

Not an option!
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Your votes and input
• Scenario 1: novel adjuvanted vaccines are 

safe and immunogenic in trials including ~103-4

individuals. H5 threat continues globally as at 
present. Would you recommend, in the US:

1 – no further immunization at this time
2 – immunization of volunteers in groups such as critical 

infrastructure and HCWs, or travelers to areas with 
avian flu:  a) as part of large field trial(s) or b) freely 

3- availability of vaccine to all adults interested a) as 
part of trial(s) or b) freely

• Scenario 2: as in scenario 1 but if safety data 
available on   ~ 50,000 exposed individuals

• Scenario 3: same for other new H5 vaccines 
without novel adjuvants?
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Your votes and input 
– Related Question: In the current H5 situation, or 

similar future situations (e.g. pandemic threat strain 
circulating pathogenic to humans but not yet 
spreading in human populations), would you ever 
recommend routine immunization of the US 
population for pandemic risk strains?

1 - never, unless there were clear evidence of more 
than sporadic human to human transmission 

2- once there is reliable safety experience with a 
closely related vaccine in large numbers of 
volunteers (e.g. ~106), I would recommend 
pandemic strain vaccine as:

a) an added immunization for those interested or
b) if feasible, incorporated into seasonal influenza vaccine
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Thank you! 
– The availability of cross-

protective and/or priming H5 
vaccines raise the potential for 
early or prepandemic use to 
blunt or prevent a pandemic

– These advances also may 
improve seasonal vaccines

– Safety of and confidence in 
vaccines are critical as ever

• Transparency needed re: 
uncertainties in risk and benefit 

• Tiered, monitored approaches to 
use could help provide substantial 
additional experience and form 
basis for more widespread use

CBER: INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY ADVANCING PUBLIC HEALTH

Contact: jesse.goodman@fda.hhs.gov 
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